Collect

Collect cloud data with a seamless and secure solution.

Optimized for the cloud, Collect provides the tools you need to get your most critical data into reviewer’s hands quickly and defensibly. With Collect, you can pull directly from the most popular enterprise technologies without ever leaving the cloud—so your data remains as secure as possible.

Collect directly into RelativityOne:

- Microsoft Office 365 mail
- Microsoft Office 365 OneDrive
- More sources coming over the next few releases

- Track, monitor, and report on all your collections from one dashboard.
- Collect large amounts of targeted data from custodians without their knowledge or assistance.
- Easily run processing to get data into reviewer’s hands fast.
- Perform defensibly sound collections with detailed reporting and a complete audit trail.
- Monitor collections in real time for insight into project status.
- Use robust filter criteria and only collect what you need.